FRIDAY MARCH 29th
11:00am - 1:30pm
Ford Hall, Rm 107
Amherst College

Get to know UK Fellowships
... and let them get to know YOU!

COME for presentations, conversation, and lunch!

- Learn about fellowships for grad study in the UK
- Meet reps from Rhodes, Marshall, and Fulbright
- Find out how and why your story matters

Learn also about:
- CHURCHILL
- MITCHELL
- GATES
- CAMBRIDGE

OPEN to Five College & Williams students/alums who
- are emerging leaders aiming to improve the lives of others
- have high academic achievement (3.7+ GPA)
- want a world-class graduate educational experience
- are willing to commit the time to learn more

RSVP by MAR 20: https://www.amherst.edu/mm/569356

Hosted by the Amherst College Office of Fellowships
Questions? Contact Christine Overstreet, Director of Fellowships at coverstreet@amherst.edu, 413-542-2536